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ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose an ef�cient vectorized low den-
sity parity check (LDPC) decoding scheme based on the
min-sum algorithm and the horizontal scheduling method.
Also, the well known forward-backward algorithm, used in
the check-node messages update, is improved.
Results are presented for 32 and 16 bits logarithm like-

lihood ratio messages representation on a high performance
and modern �xed point DSP. The single instruction multiple
data (SIMD) feature was explored in the 16 bits case. Both
regular and irregular codes are considered.

1. INTRODUCTION

Owing to their outstanding performance, low-density par-
ity check codes (LDPC) are recognized to be one of the
best classes of codes which approach the Shannon limit ef-
�ciently.They were �rst proposed by Robert Gallager [1],
[2], in the 1960´s, based on sparse binary matrices and ef�-
cient message-passing decoding algorithms (belief propaga-
tion and bit-�ipping).Their rediscover by MacKay and Neal
[3] led to a growing interest on research and development of
ef�cient LDPC coding solutions for digital communication
and storage systems [4], [5].
A LDPC code is characterized by a parity check matrix,

H, with a low density of 1's. As any linear block code, a
LDPC code can also be represented by a Tanner graph (TG)
[6]. This bipartite graph is formed by two types of nodes.
The check nodes (CN), one per each code constraint, and the
bit nodes (BN), one per each bit of the codeword, with the
connections between them given byH. TheHmatrix of reg-
ular LDPC codes presents a uniform row and column weight
structure, which can represent an advantage in the design of
an iterative decoder. Yet, irregular LDPC codes are shown to
have a better performance [7].
The sum product decoding algorithm (SPA) [1] applied to

LDPC codes is known to have the best performance. The aim
of SPA algorithm is to compute iteratively the a posteriori
probability (APP) of each codeword bit to be 1 (or 0) con-
sidering that all parity check constraints are satis�ed . The
iterative procedure is based on an exchange of messages be-
tween the BN's and CN's of the Tanner graph, containing be-
lieves about the value of each codeword bit. These messages
(probabilities) can be represented rigorously in their domain
or, more compactly, using logarithm likelihood ratios. Due
to the high computational complexity, the log-likelihood ra-
tio form of SPA and its simpli�cations are preferred, namely,
the min-sum algorithm [8]. We will follow this approach.
Usually, the message-passing is based on the so-called

��ooding schedule� i.e., the messages sent by BN's are up-
dated all together (in a serial or parallel manner) before CN's

messages could be updated and, vice versa. Recently, and
motivated by the question of whether it would be possible
to improve the velocity of convergence and the performance
of the iterative decoding algorithms, new message-passing
schedules have been proposed [9], [10], [11]. One of the
novel approaches is horizontal scheduling [10]. The main
idea is to use the fresh calculated information as soon as it is
available. So, in horizontal scheduling the information sent
to a CN under process takes in account not only the infor-
mation of the previous iteration, but also, all the information
from the current iteration that has been updated by the pre-
vious processed CN's. Since each CN receives all up-to-date
information, the new messages sent by that CN tend to be
more reliable which accelerates the convergence of the algo-
rithm. The parallel nature of the �ooding schedule is not very
important when we use a digital processor. Thus, a serial and
faster message scheduling is preferable.
The simplicity of the operations involved in the

min-sum algorithm (sum's and min's), is suitable for a fast
�xed point digital signal processor (DSP), which constitutes,
for medium length LDPC codes, a good and �exible de-
coding alternative to the expensive and specialized hardware
decoding solutions. Furthermore, experimental results have
shown that themin-sum loses no performance under message
quantization with more than 4 bits [12].
Last generation of �xed point digital signal processors

(DSP) contains a powerful set of single instruction multi-
ple data (SIMD) operations which allow the processing of
multiple data in a single instruction. In order to take full ad-
vantage of all the capacities of modern DPS's, ef�cient vec-
torized decoding approaches have to be developed. In this
paper, we propose, 32 and 16 bits, vectorized solutions for
LDPC decoding using the min-sum algorithm and horizontal
scheduling.
In section 2, we present a brief review of the min-sum

algorithm following the traditional �ooding schedule ap-
proach. The advantages of the serial check node process-
ing (horizontal scheduling) are discussed and the method is
presented. Next, an improved forward-backward method is
developed in section 3. In section 4 ef�cient and generic vec-
torized LDPC decoding solutions (16 and 32 bits) are devel-
oped for a modern �xed point SIMD DSP. Finally, in section
5, the experimental results are reported.

2. THE MIN-SUM ALGORITHM

The min-sum algorithm [8] is a simpli�ed version of the SPA
[1], [2] in the logarithmic domain, where multiplications are
replaced by additions (less demanding). Consequently, the
processing load in check nodes decreases signi�cantly with
just a small loss in performance.
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Given a (N;K) LDPC code, we assume BPSK modu-
lation which maps a codeword, c = (c1;c2; � � � ;cN) , onto
the sequence, x = (x1;x2; � � � ;xN), according to xi = (�1)ci .
Then, the modulated vector x is transmitted through an ad-
ditive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. The received
sequence is y = (y1;y2; � � � ;yN) , with yi = xi+ni , where ni
is a random gaussian variable with zero mean and variance,
N0=2. We denote the set of bits that participate in check m
by N (m) and, similarly, we de�ne the set of checks in which
bit n participates as M (n). We also denote N (m)nn as the
set N (m) with bit n excluded and, M (n)nm as the set M (n)
with check m excluded.
Denoting the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of a random

variable as, L(x) = ln(p(x= 0)=p(x= 1)), we designate:

LPn - The a priori LLR of BNn, derived from the received
value yn;
Lrmn - The message that is sent from CNm to BNn,
computed based on all received messages from BN's
N (m)nn. It is the LLR of BNn, assuming that the CNm
restriction is satis�ed;
Lqmn - The LLR of BNn, which is sent to CNm, and is
calculated, based on all received messages from CN's
M (n)nm and the channel information, LPn ;
LQn - The a posteriori LLR of BNn.

2.1 Traditional �ooding-schedule
The min-sum algorithm following the so-called ��ooding
schedule� is carried out as follows:

For each node pair (BNn, CNm), corresponding to hmn = 1 in
the parity check matrixH of the code do:

Initialization:

Lqnm = LPn =
2yn
σ2
. (1)

The factor 2=σ2 can be omitted without any performance
loss [8], thus no a priori information about the AWGN chan-
nel is required, i.e., Lqnm = LPn = yn.

Iterative body:

I. Calculate the log-likelihood ratio of message sent from
CNm to BNn:

Lrmn = ∏
n02N(m)nn

αn0m min
n02N(m)nn

β n0m, (2)

where
αnm , sign(Lqnm) , (3)

and
β nm , jLqnmj . (4)

II. Calculate the log-likelihood ratio of message sent from
BNn to CNm:

Lqnm = LPn+ ∑
m02M(n)nm

Lrm0n. (5)

III. Compute the a posteriori pseudo-probabilities and per-
form hard decoding:

LQn = LPn+ ∑
m02M(n)

Lrm0n, (6)

8n; �cn =
�
1 ( LQn < 0
0 ( LQn > 0 . (7)

The iterative procedure is stopped if the decoded word veri-
�es all parity check equations of the code (ĉHT = 0) or the
maximum number of iterations is reached.

2.2 Horizontal scheduling
It is well known that SPA and min-sum, following the tradi-
tional �ooding-schedule message updating rule, are optimum
APP decoding methods when applied to codes described by
TG's without cycles [14]. However, good codes always have
cycles and the short ones tend to degrade the performance
of the iterative message passing algorithms (results far from
optimal). Motivated by the referred problem and the speed
up convergence goal, new message-passing schedules have
been proposed [9], [10], [11].
Considering �ooding-schedule, the messages sent by

BN's are updated all together (in a serial or parallel man-
ner) before CN's messages could be updated and, vice versa.
At each step, the messages used in the computation of a new
message, are all from the previous iteration. A different ap-
proach is to use new information as soon as it is available, so
that, the next node to be updated could use more up-to-date
(fresh) information. For example, this can be done follow-
ing two different strategies know by horizontal and vertical
scheduling with a considerable processing gain in the num-
ber of iterations to reach a valid codeword [10].
Vertical-schedule operates along the BN's while horizon-

tal schedule operates along CN's. Both schedules are ser-
ial, i.e., the nodes are processed sequentially, one after the
other. The computational complexity of the �ooding and ser-
ial schedules is similar. However, from a DSP point of view,
horizontal-schedule is preferable to vertical-schedule, as it
will be described next.
Observing equations (5) and (6) we note that the message

sent from BNn to CNm, can easily be obtained by

Lqnm = LQn�Lrmn. (8)

Consequently, we only have to keep in memory LQn
and Lrmn messages, because according with (2), the val-
ues of Lq(i�1)nm , with n 2 N (m), needed to compute the new
Lr(i)mn messages, sent by CNm at iteration i, can be obtained
from values, LQ(i�1)n and Lr(i�1)mn , of the previous iteration, as
shown in (8). The old Lr(i�1)mn values are replaced by the new
ones, Lr(i)mn, at the end of CNm updating process.
Processing BN's in a serial manner, following the so

called vertical-schedule, means that after processing each
BN, says BNn, all CN's connected to it, i.e. CN's m 2M (n),
must re�ect the current BNn actualization. Thus, for each CN
m 2 M (n), all messages Lrmn0 , with n0 2 N (m)nn, must be
updated according with the new received message Lqnm from
BNn. This represents a higher processing burden in compari-
son to the horizontal-schedule approach, where the updating
problem is solved by just actualizing the a posteriori LLR's,
LQn, according to (8).
Memory addressing problems are also simpli�ed when

using horizontal-schedule since after processing a CN, says
CNm, only one value LQn per BN n 2 N (m), must be read
(old LQn) from memory and written (new updated LQn)
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back to the same place. Considering vertical-schedule, af-
ter processing a BN, says BNn, a set of values Lrmn0 , with
n0 2 N (m)nn, for each CN m 2 M (n), must be read, re-
calculated and written back to the same memory positions.
Finally, the min-sum algorithm with horizontal-schedule

is carried out as follows:

For each node pair (BNn, CNm), corresponding to hmn = 1 in
the parity check matrixH of the code do:

Initialization:

LQn = LPn =
2yn
σ2
, (9)

Lrmn = 0. (10)

Iterative body:

I. Process each CN one after the other:

Step 1: For the CNm, calculate the log-likelihood ratio of
messages sent to BN n 2 N (m):

Lr0mn = ∏
n02N(m)nn

αn0m min
n02N(m)nn

β n0m, (11)

where

αnm ,sign(Lqnm) = sign(LQn�Lrmn) , (12)

and
β nm, jLqnmj= jLQn�Lrmnj , (13)

with Lr0mn being the new calculated message to be sent from
CNm to BNn, and Lrmn referring to the old message that was
sent.

Step 2: Update the a posteriori LLR of BNn.

LQ0n = LQn�Lrmn+Lr0mn. (14)

II. Perform hard decoding as in (7) and stopping if the de-
coded word ĉ veri�es all parity check equations of the code
(ĉHT = 0) or the maximum number of iterations is reached.

3. IMPROVED FORWARD BACKWARDMETHOD

The serial CN updating process (for the various message-
passing LDPC decoding algorithms) is normally carried out
using an ef�cient forward backward scheme [9], [15]. The
procedure avoids the re-computation of common values to
the various messages sent by one CN to all the BN's con-
nected to it.
Consider a CNm of weight k, and denote by ni, the i-th

BN connected to it. The CN updating rule can be written as:

Lrmn = �
n02N(m)nn

Lqn0m (15)

where the operation � is algorithm dependent (for min-sum,
a�b, sign(a)sign(b)min(jaj ; jbj)).
Traditionally, the forward backward method is seen as a

three step iterative procedure:

Step 1 (move forward):

A1 = Lqn1m
Ai = Ai�1�Lqnim; i= 2; :::;k�1 (16)

Step 2 (move backward):

Bk = Lqnkm
Bi = Bi+1�Lqnim; i= k�1; :::;2 (17)

Step 3 (updating):

Lrmn1 = B2
Lrmni = Ai�1�Bi+1; i= 2; :::;k�1 (18)
Lrmnk = Ak�1

Now, we will show that is possible to merge step 2 and 3
in just one iterative cycle, decreasing for a half their process-
ing time.
It is important to note that the Lqnm values are stored in

memory (unless the CN's weights are very small and it is
possible to keep them in CPU registers). Thus, they must
be read in order to calculate Ai according to (16). After that,
step 2 and 3 can be done jointly by simply reversing the Lrmni
updating order. Consequently, the new algorithm is de�ned
as follows (with i= k; :::;2):

- Iteration k: At the begin of the backward pass it is already
known Ak�1 and it was received the last BN message,
Lqnkm, and so, calculate:

Lrmnk = Ak�1
Bk = Lqnkm (19)

- Iteration k�1: Since Bk is already known from the previ-
ous iteration, calculate:

Lrmnk�1 = Ak�2�Bk
Bk�1 = Bk�Lqnk�1m (20)

...

- Iteration 2: Since B3 is already known from the previous
iteration, calculate:

Lrmn2 = A1�B3
Lrmn1 = B2 = B3�Lqn2m (21)

4. VECTORIZED LDPC DECODING

We developed useful 32 and 16 bits vectorized data structures
for effective LDPC decoding on a DSP using the min-sum
algorithm and horizontal scheduling. We choose the �xed
point TMS320C6416 [13], from Texas Instruments as the tar-
get device. However, the structure design is almost generic
which means minor changes when implemented in a differ-
ent processor. In order to improve signi�cantly the decod-
ing speed without any performance loss, the 16 bit version is
carefully developed to use SIMD instructions.
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Figure 1: Vectorized LDPC decoding using horizontal scheduling and the
forward backward method. Data structures layout and processing �ow for
the 32 bit version.

4.1 32-bit version
Based on the Tanner graph of the LDPC code, and the
processing �ow of the min-sum algorithm with horizontal
scheduling, we created dynamic and vectorized data struc-
tures to represent all exchanged messages between connected
nodes (BNn, CNm) which allow us to reduce the required
memory space and processing time, improving the computa-
tional ef�ciency of the implemented decoding algorithms.
Therefore, we created two data vector structures named

by LQ and Lr (see �g. 1), respectively, to store all LQn
values, and all Lrmn messages sent from each CNm to its
connected BN's. In order to compute the Lqnm messages
according with (8) and, simultaneously, to reduce the num-
ber of memory reads by sequential data accessing (avoiding
this way addressing overheads), we pack consecutively in Lr
memory pairs of values Lrmn and the corresponding LQn in-
dexes (pointers to LQ memory).
In �g. 1 is also possible to observe the mechanism of

the improved two step forward and backward/updating algo-
rithm. Both steps are iterative procedures. By using the CPU
parallelism and proper programming techniques (namely,
software pipelining), we reduced both iterative blocks to
minimum admissible length, i.e., 6 CPU cycles.
An auxiliary structure is used to keep the temporary Ai

and Lqnm values, computed during the forward step. Al-
though in the �g. 1, we may think, that all computed val-
ues must be stored before backward/updating step could take
place, that isn't true, because it is possible to merge the epi-
log of the forward step, with the prolog of backward/updating
step, by just keeping the last computed Ai and Lqnm values in
CPU registers.
Hard decoding is performed by simply extracting the sign

of each value of the LQ structure. Sequential data access is
taken using 64-bits reads.
The process of verifying if all parity checks equations

are satis�ed is also optimized, by just stopping the testing
procedure when a code restriction fail.

4.2 16-bit version
The TMS320C6416 is able, for example, to sum two pairs
of 16 bits data in a single instruction (the same is true for
the min operation). In order to take full advantage of SIMD
instruction set, a different packing order was adopted in the
de�nition of both Lr and the auxiliary structure. As can be
observed in �g. 2, at each iterative cycle of both forward and
backward/updating steps, two pairs of (Lrmn;LQn) values are
processed (against one pair in 32-bit version).
The computational complexity of the forward step re-

mained unchanged, meaning that we were able to process the
same number of data, twice as fast. In the backward/updating
case, there was an increase to 9 CPU cycles, meaning that
we were able to perform 1.3 times faster. Hard decoding is
also accomplished two times faster. Obviously, this approach
could be easily generalized to an 8 bit version.
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Figure 2: Vectorized LDPC decoding using horizontal scheduling and the
forward backward method. Data structures layout and processing �ow for
the 16 bit version.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Decoding results were obtained using medium length LDPC
codes, namely, two regular (504;252) and (1908;1696)
codes, with CN's of weight, respectively, 6 and 36, and one
irregular (1057;813) with CN's of weight 17 and 18 [16].
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The processing time required to perform the forward,
backward/updating and hard decoding steps is independent
of the channel SNR. The measured time to carry out the men-
tioned steps using hand optimized machine code is shown in
table 1 in terms of the number of CPU cycles per iteration.
In order to perform a fair comparison between the different
codes, it is also presented the number of CPU cycles per iter-
ation and per edge (a Tanner graph connection between a CN
and a BN) which represents the computation burden of each
(Lrmn;LQn) pair. By comparison of these results, we observe
that independently of the code characteristics (length, rate,
regularity and CN's weights), the obtained values are almost
constants which shows the effectiveness of the proposed ap-
proaches.
For the (504;252) code the 16-bit version improvement is

almost negligible due to the short weight of the CN's, which
means a low pipelining programming gain. Additionally, we
can conclude by comparison with the 32-bit register version
(auxiliary data structure stored in the CPU registers) that the
proposed generic decoding structure performs almost as fast
as the dedicated solution.
For the (1057;813) and (1908;1696) codes, we can

recognize a signi�cantly decrease in the number of CPU cy-
cles per iteration in the 16-bit (SIMD) version case, i.e., a
gain of approximately, 1:3 and 1:4, respectively. For heavy
CN codes the gain is almost constant. However, for odd
weight CN's codes, it may occur a little gain loss, since
the execution of the prolog and epilog of both forward and
backward/updating steps is more complex (see in �g. 2 the
odd weight CN case where the last pair (Lrmn;LQn) must be
processed alone).

(504,252) (1057,813) (1908,1696)
Number of code edges 1 512 4 228 7 632
CPU cycles 32-bit 22 698 68 607 125 426
/ Iteration 16-bit 21 147 53 041 91 988

Reg. 18 009
CPU cycles 32-bit 15.01 16.23 16.43
/Iteration/Edge 16-bit 13.99 12.55 12.05

Table 1: Full decoding (except syndrome computation) processing time in
CPU cycles per iteration for 32-bit, 16-bit and register versions.

Considering a maximum number of 10 iterations, it is
shown in Table 2 the average number of CPU cycles per it-
eration to perform the whole proposed algorithm (vectorized
min-sum with horizontal scheduling) for the 32-bit version.

(504,252) (1057,813) (1908,1696)
2dB 25786 69314 126824
3dB 28664 74553 126906
4dB 30771 88192 139182

Table 2: The average processing time in CPU cycles per iteration for the
32-bit version.

De�nitely, there is a signi�cantly increase in the number
of CPU cycles per iteration for high SNR's. It means that the
developed process to verify the syndrome vector works well.
For small SNR values, there is a high probability to �nd an
early failed syndrome equation, which means that (ĉHT =0)
veri�cation will be stopped almost at the beginning. In op-
position, for high SNR values, (ĉHT = 0) veri�cation takes

an important portion of the overall decoding time.

6. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have proposed ef�cient vectorized LDPC
decoding solutions (16 and 32 bits) based on the serial check
node processing (horizontal scheduling) and the min-sum al-
gorithm. The target device was a modern �xed point SIMD
DSP. Also, an improved forward-backward method was de-
veloped. The obtained experimental results have shown the
applicability of the proposed approaches in real time decod-
ing of medium length LDPC codes included in high bit rate
transmission/storage data systems.
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